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WASHINGTON, March 27th 2017 The US unemployment rate in March
fell to its lowest in almost a decade.
Employers added 98,000 jobs last month
- far fewer than the 180,000 expected by
economists and less than half the figure
for January and February. However,
the unemployment rate fell from 4.7%
in February to just 4.5% - the lowest
since May 2007. Anything under 5% is
considered to indicate "full employment".
The economy needs to create 75,000 to
100,000 jobs a month to keep pace with
growth in the working-age population.
The US had added more than 200,000 jobs
in both January and February, but March
brought lower temperatures and a major
storm to the North East, which was likely
to have hit hiring. (Photo credit: BBC)

LONDON, UK, 29th March
2017 - The Bank of England has
written to the UK's biggest financial
firms, urging them to plan for "all
eventualities" from the UK leaving
the European Union. Bank governor
Mark Carney said the "vast majority"
of City firms already had contingency
plans in place. However, he said that
some financial firms still needed to
prepare in case of a "more extreme"
outcome. In a speech, Mr Carney
urged the UK and EU to recognise
each other's bank rules after Brexit.
Prime Minister Theresa May triggered
Article 50 last week, starting two
years of formal talks on the UK's
withdrawal from the EU. Goldman
Sachs, HSBC and UBS are among the
banks that have said they will move
some jobs out of London as a result of
Brexit.. (Photo credit: Dan Macadam)
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ATHENS, Greece , 31th of March ,
2017- Eurozone finance ministers say
they have agreed main elements of a
deal with Greece to unlock a delayed
bailout payment. Greece is now
part way through its third eurozone
bailout programme, worth up to
86bn euros (£74bn). The programme
has encountered repeated delays as
the lenders monitor compliance with
policy conditions. Technical officials
are expected to return to Athens
soon to complete the negotiations.
The main elements in the latest
agreement are commitments to
reduce spending on pensions from
2019 and to collect more income
tax from 2020 by lowering the taxfree threshold. Together the two
measures are intended to improve
the Greek government's finances by
the equivalent of 2% of the country's
economic activity, or GDP. (Photo
credit: Andrew Walker)

LONDON, April 1st 2017
- European Commission
competition authorities have
cleared 21st Century Fox to
buy the 61% of broadcaster Sky
that it does not yet own. Both
Sky and Fox are controlled by
businessman Rupert Murdoch,
who also owns the Times and
the Sun newspapers. However,
the £18.5bn deal could still face
regulatory obstacles in the UK,
where Sky is based. Competition
concerns and broadcasting
standards were among the issues
of concern for the watchdog to
look at. (Photo credit: BBC)
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ETHIOPIA, Africa, 12th
March, 2017 - A Landslide
in Ethiopia, killed 46 people
with several dozens missing.
The resumption of dumping
garbage on the area caused
the land to shift and collapse.
The majority of the bodies
belonged to women and
children. Some of the citizens
bodies are being identified
and some still missing. (Photo
credit: Agence France-Presse)

Delhi, India, 9th March, 2017. Delhi
air is so polluted that scientists claim
doing outdoor activities is injurious to
health. Diseases like oxidative stressors,
respiratory diseases and cardiovascular
diseases arise. Delhi is labelled to have
the worst air in the world. Exercising
outdoors is as good as chain smoking,
making outdoor runs a health hazard.
According to athletes in the city,
running for two hours is equivalent to
smoking about 100 cigarettes. (Photo
credit: Photon Technology International
Designs)
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Vietnam, 21st March, 2017 - Heat
exposure is linked with mental
health problems. The Hanoi
Mental Hospital in Vietnam
studied cases within the last
five years. Factors including
age, gender and rural-dwelling
contributed more towards the
mental illnesses of citizens. An
increase in 2 percent of admissions
resulted from an increase in 1
degrees celsius. In comparison
to winter, there were 24 cases of
mental disorders filed during the
summer.

LIVERPOOL, United
Kingdom, 31st March, 2017
- The Fang Blenny lives
in the reef and consists of
venomous bites which are
indeed painless. This species
of fish contains pain-killing
substances that acts like
heroin and when attacked,
the Fang Blenny’s predator
gets disorientated, giving the
Blenny enough time to escape.
(Photo credit: Bo Pardau)
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IDLIB, Syria, 4th April,
2017 - Hospital across Syria’s
rebel-held Idlib province
are overwhelmed with
casualties from a suspected
chemical attack that has
killed scores of people and
wounded hundreds. The
attack in the early hours of
Tuesday morning in Al Khan
Sheikhoun drew widespread
international condemnation.
Medical workers are struggling
to cope as the number of
victims was expected to
increase. The hospitals are out
of service and they are state
of shock. (Photo credit: Al
Jazeera)

East Syria, 27th March,
2017- ISIS killed 33 people
execution-style in eastern
Syria on Wednesday. The
Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights reported that the terror
organization carried the mass
killing in the al-Mayadin
Dessert near strategic city of
Deir Ezzor on Wednesday
morning. People between
age 18 and 25 were killed by
sharp tools. The London-based
monitoring group called it “the
largest execution operation
carried out by the Islamic State
organization in 2017.” (Photo
credit: CNN)
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WASHINGTON, United States of America, 6th April,
2017- President Donald Trump has told some members
of congress that he is considering military action in Syria
for this week’s chemical attack. Trump on Wednesday
called the chemical attack that killed more than 70
people in Syria as a “heinous” act. He had changed his
views on Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad. He said that
the grounding of Assad’s air force can and should be part
of a new comprehensive strategy to end the conflict in
Syria. (Photo credit: PBS)

